[GoldenxChild1] wrote:

“I was reading Kabbalah Exposed and a question came to mind. If the Jews can steal our knowledge and use it for themselves to achieve "siddhis", are they also able to immortalize themselves as a gentile can?

This also shows the Kabala is the key to Jewish power and power within the Jewish establishment. Zevi spent years in Kabbalistic meditation which included mantra repletion of Kabbalistic formulas such as the fourfold name. And other methods. That are identical to yoga. With mudras, asanas, breathing techniques, visualizations. The key of kabala is to awaken Shekinah in Malkuth and move it up the other six lower worlds of the first seven to the crown. This knowledge was stolen from Gentiles. However, the key of kabala for the individual is based on Shakti energy and moving it up the spine. The Jews stole this from us and damned the Goyim. While keeping it themselves at the top.

In the orthodox Rabbinical movements, the leader is a Rabbi who is a Saddak. Meaning he has performed verifiable siddhis in front of his followers numerous times. And these Rabbi's are the leaders of the Jewish race.

Zevi as Luria before him, demonstrated Siddhis in public and other Rabbi’s stated to as well from his teachings. They claimed to have dreams and visions of Zevi as the messiah. At the high of Zevi's movement over a million Jews were his disciples. And thousands of Jews travelled to the Levant to follow him.”

All knowledge the jews have, is robbed from Gentiles.

And yes, they have stolen copiously from all non-jewish cultures. The jews know this very well. They describe this was the purpose of their "exiles", i.e., living outside of Israel. They argue that this was necessary so that in essence, they
would steal all knowledge from Gentiles.

An infamous Kabbalist analyst named Scholem [recommended to us to be read for exposing the enemy by HPS Maxine], who has gone into this subject of jewish theft of knowledge. They KNOW they are a theft-based culture. The Jews have nothing of their own.

An example of this from the latest ritual, this "Adonai" they are using [which we are reversing], is stolen from the Ancient Greek Adonis, and other mystiriac spiritual knowledge from Gentiles. They make reptilian changes to these, and attempt to use the copies. This most of the time might fail, but not always.

All their meditations, spiritual knowledge, are stolen. All of it from Egypt, Babylon, Ancient Greece, and so on.

I will share a source from the book of Scholem here, on the "Sefer Yetzirah" section 6 in his book, "Introduction Into Jewish Kabbalah" [translation done here]:

"[...] The Teaching Of the Sefirot [my note: jewish code name for chakra] and the gematria arithmetic system, have hidden Neo-Pythagorean and Stoic influences. Some of the terms that are used by the book, have been translated DIRECTLY from Greek [my note ancient Greek]. Among them is the word "Stoichea" [elements], appearing also in "natural elements [stoichea], same as the words of the alphabet. [...]"

As it has been stated before, they steal everything. They have been trying to achieve this knowledge for centuries.

They would not become immortal per se, but stealing knowledge is their major thing. Yogis in the east know a lot too, and kept it secret. Therefore, they were rewarded.

Therefore, knowledge is given when the Gods allow us to give out more, and is always communicated around based on this fact. They are very strict about this. Timing is imperative.

Those who do not follow this:

1. Either don't have any serious knowledge, in which case, let them speak whatever.
2. Those who do, and should be following Satan's decree here, to protect everyone involved.
3. Those who were given something and fucked up because of their selfish reasons, which are punished, in the case this was something actually threatening.

The Gods do guide the JoS Clergy to distribute this when it's too late for the enemy to apply and as they get defeated, to reassure security for all members [so they can handle it] and reassure also the enemy cannot make sense or apply it.

An example, in 2018, Lilith told HPS Maxine at the time, to temporarily stop with further updates or new updates of knowledge that were too direct. This was because this is war, and the enemy needs to be destroyed as the world receives more knowledge, to avoid catastrophe.

Now, as the enemy is hit back, knowledge comes as a reward, and also safely for everyone.

For those who don't understand why, one has to be fairly naive. Where is this world going as is, with what the enemy has stolen until now? What if they stole EVEN more?

If serious knowledge is not protected, this is like handing the nuclear codes of the US Nukes to everyone on the planet, and also giving them the ability to use these. Indiscriminate giving of knowledge is a disaster, and in the wrong eyes [such as the jews] this can be detrimental for everyone in this world.

The Gods know the best times and they are working on this patiently, and in levels, with victory in mind. They also instruct people personally to accelerate those who are growing in wisdom. The more wisdom and maturity on the hands of the disciple, the better.

The enemy knows that we have given an enormous amount of knowledge, and this will only increase - especially as the enemy gets defeated. When the enemy is gone, the world will again live the Satya Yuga, which was a time when immense knowledge was partaken into by everyone, since everyone was on a very high level as it were, and humans were better.

The enemy is aware of this, and their plan is to counteract this and stop this, primarily by keeping people on a level of "animals" [Goyim as they call us] and using knowledge they have to keep people oblivious and enslaved.

Jews, despite being inferior to Gentiles and an alien species, were able, due to
the theft of the Divine knowledge of the Gods, to cause considerable damage to our planet.

Lastly, I will post a screenshot below... Look at the visitors from Israel on the forum... ENOUGH SAID?
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